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Abstract

This commentary presents a conceptual framework, Quality in the Continuum of Cancer Care (QCCC), for quality improvement studies and research. Data sources include review of relevant literature (cancer care, quality improvement, organizational behavior, health services evaluation, and research). The Detecting Early Tumors Enables Cancer Therapy (DETECT) project is used to apply the QCCC model to evaluate the quality of secondary prevention. Cancer care includes risk assessment, primary prevention, screening, detection, diagnosis, treatment, recurrence surveillance, and end-of-life care. The QCCC model represents a systematic approach for assessing factors that influence types of cancer care and the transitions between them, the factors at several levels (community, plan and practice setting) that potentially impact access and quality, and the strategies groups and organizations can consider to reduce potential failures. Focusing on the steps and transitions in care where failures can occur can facilitate more organized systems and medical practices that improve care, establish meaningful measures of quality that promote improved outcomes, and enhance interdisciplinary research.

Introduction

Growing interest in improving the quality of cancer care requires systematic understanding of the factors that influence health outcomes. A recent IOM report (1), while emphasizing care for cancer patients, recognizes that effective prevention and screening are also critical services in reducing cancer mortality. This commentary is designed to provide a conceptual framework for improvement across the full spectrum of cancer care from prevention to end-of-life care but uses screening services as an application.

The framework, QCCC, fills at least four conceptual needs: (a) to emphasize the relationship of services and processes of care to outcomes; (b) to identify the potential for failures in between and during key types of care; (c) to consider the complex environmental factors that impact care; and (d) to suggest strategies available to health plans, organized health systems, and medical practices to improve performance. Responsibility for care and outcomes is shared among communities, health care systems, clinicians, and patients (2). The overarching question is how each can contribute to care that improves overall outcomes (3). This commentary emphasizes the roles that health care systems and providers may play in improving the quality of cancer care. The QCCC framework represents a heuristic approach for both health services research and quality improvement. We use an ongoing study of the quality of breast and cervical cancer screening as a case study for demonstration of the concepts.

A Model To Improve Quality: The Cancer Care Continuum

The IOM report Ensuring Quality Cancer Care (1) stresses the importance of quality services along the full span of the cancer care continuum. As depicted in Fig. 1, the span of care includes risk assessment, primary prevention, screening, detection, diagnosis, treatment, recurrence surveillance, and end-of-life care. Failures in cancer care fall into two categories: (a) breakdowns in specific types of care delivered to individuals at different points in the history of their cancer; and (b) breakdowns during the transitions between these types of care. The types of care provided and the transitions between them are what can collectively be called the processes of care. In the past, we have tended to focus largely on the types of care, but shortcomings in the transitions between them are equally important. Because the ultimate aim for health care is to improve short- and long-range patient and systems outcomes, we need to improve all of the processes of care (4, 5).

Decades of research provide evidence concerning the efficacy of both primary prevention and risk identification (6). Risk assessment includes environmental exposures such as lead, lifestyle factors such as smoking, and familial factors such as genetic risk and family function. Primary prevention includes counseling related to lifestyle behaviors including smoking, diet, exercise, and alcohol use, as well as chemoprevention. Health care professionals can apply effective and efficient strategies to assess high-risk behaviors and help individuals to modify them (7, 8). Prevention strategies include counseling and education, referrals to associated professionals and community agencies such as nutritionists or support groups, and
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prescription of pharmacotherapy for smoking cessation, to name just a few.

The evidence on efficacy and effectiveness of secondary prevention via screening and detection is strong (9). These care types are the next two boxes of the Fig. 1 (Detection and Diagnosis) and involve two distinct steps: (a) testing for cancer or precursors in asymptomatic (screening) and/or symptomatic patients; and (b) diagnostic evaluation following an abnormal test result. Once an abnormal test occurs, potential outcomes of a diagnostic evaluation include reassurance that nothing is wrong, identification of an ambiguity requiring further evaluation, identification of a precancerous condition (e.g., colonic polyp, cervical lesion caused by human papilloma virus), or diagnosis of cancer.

Once a precancerous or cancerous condition is diagnosed, treatment and the management of immediate side effects begin. For precancerous conditions, the treatment goal is to prevent the condition from progressing to cancer (10). Treatment of an actual cancer could include surgery, radiation, chemotherapy, or some combination of the three. Patient compliance with recommended treatment or physician adherence to guidelines may be an issue in treatment for any type of cancer. After completion of therapy, lifelong surveillance must occur to identify recurrence, detect new cancers, and manage long-term side effects. This makes cancer a chronic condition (11) that requires attention to the social and psychological aspects of survivorship (12). Finally, because 50% of cancer patients ultimately die of their disease, end-of-life care is also important.

Good care depends upon the decisions and actions of both individual patients and health care professionals during the multiple processes of care, as depicted by the various potential failures in the lower row of arrows in Fig. 1. Their actions, however, often depend on organized support systems. The challenge is that navigating through the spectrum of care involves a variety of providers and requires knowledge about appropriate actions and timing. For example, a woman at risk of breast cancer may be unaware of that risk or the opportunity to minimize morbidity through screening or chemoprevention. Therefore, the transition from a woman at risk to one seeking appropriate care is an important step, one that can originate via the woman’s initiative or be prompted by her health care system or health care team once either is aware the patient is within their responsibility and due for screening. Once this step occurs, the quality of care will depend upon how well those services are delivered. For example, poor mammographic imaging or interpretation may result in a failure to detect an abnormality. Poor outcomes can also result from failures in the transitions between types of care. For example, the failure to follow-up on abnormal tests can result from problems in the health care system (e.g., failure to notify the patient) or failure in the patient to adhere to recommendations. Fig. 1 therefore emphasizes that to improve the quality of cancer care, attention must be directed to both the transitions between care types and the actual service delivery.

Fig. 1. Cancer care continuum.
Levels and Factors Impacting the Processes of Care

Several models have been proposed over the past several decades to better understand the complex set of factors that ultimately influence patient and provider behaviors. Most notable among these are the Behavioral Model of Utilization developed by Anderson, Aday, and colleagues (15, 21, 22) and the PRECEDE-PROCEED Model of Green and Kreuter (23), both of which emphasize a multisectoral, multilevel ecological approach to program analysis, planning, and evaluation. Both models emphasize that factors at the public policy level, the community level, the organizational level, and in the practice setting interact in a synergistic manner to affect provider delivery and patient utilization of services. Both models stress the need for careful assessment of these factors when choosing interventions to improve quality and address specific individual and public health needs.

Fig. 1 illustrated a natural history of cancer care. A wealth of research has focused on patient and provider characteristics that influence the use of services, but intervention at this level is insufficient to achieve meaningful cancer care improvement (2). Provider-patient interactions are affected by the environment in which they occur, an assumption fundamental to Fig. 2, which considers factors that influence practice. Given the multilevel focus of Fig. 2, the outcomes of these interactions include effectiveness of health care from a population perspective, efficiency (the resources used to produce health improvements), and equity [the fairness or disparity in addressing health needs (24)]. These macrolevel outcomes affect and are affected by the political, provider, payor, and patient dynamics that ultimately impact individual care.

To assess the reasons for less than optimal performance and make prudent choices about strategies to maximize performance, it is important to understand the complex contextual and environmental factors that affect utilization, processes of care, and ultimate outcomes of medical services (15, 25). As illustrated in the concentric boxes of Fig. 2, these factors include elements in the immediate practice setting (Box C; Ref. 26) as well as in the larger care delivery organization or health plan/insurance entity (Box B) and the external community (Box A; Ref. 27).

Considering factors in the larger community (Fig. 2, Box A), there are many examples of the interactions of health professionals, legislators, and community activists to promote policies that affect health and medical care. For example, concern about environmental exposure may lead to clinicians’ participation in formulating public policies to protect individuals from environmental risks such as lead exposure, air pollution, and chemical exposure in the workplace. Public policy makers and health professionals play major roles in the promulgation of primary prevention activities such as smoking cessation or water quality improvements.

Public policies such as mandated coverage by insurance and entitlement programs facilitate patient access and adherence (28, 29) as well as reinforce health plan, care delivery system, and provider behavior. As another example, release and diffusion of national evidence-based guidelines by professional societies prompt health care organizations to consider how they could improve performance through implementation of these guidelines. As a service becomes more well known to patients (mammography, for example) and ingrained in their behavior (e.g., the annual gynecologic exam), patient expectations put pressure on clinicians and organizations to provide these services. Concomitantly, as standards of practice become normative, litigation risk can represent a motivation for insuring good and bad quality implementation, depending upon whether the standard is evidence based.
There are also numerous examples of the important mutual influences between community level forces and medical groups and health plans (Fig. 2, Box B). Employer/payer requirements for performance measures, such as HEDIS, also motivate development and improvement of services at the health system, plan, and practice setting levels (30). Characteristics of health plans and care systems that influence performance may include financial features, such as how risk is shared and how providers are paid, as well as structural features such as ownership, age, size, and specialty (27). Additional important policies include demand management, care management, provider interaction, quality improvement/consumer satisfaction, and products or programs (27, 31). The current climate of organizational turmoil in health care delivery and financing compounds the uncertainty about the importance of these various factors (32). The relationship between factors will also vary depending on the specific clinical service, its complexity, characteristics, and differential diffusion as normative practice (33). Finally, a range of patient factors will affect patients’ use of services and self-management of their problems.

When considering levels B and C in Fig. 2, it is important to note that fundamental transformations within the health care system in the past decade have undermined the usefulness of the previous typology of indemnity insurance plan, HMO, independent practice organization, and preferred provider organizations (31). Managed care and health insurance terminology has become imprecise and confusing (34). Brach et al. (31) emphasize that the roles of reimbursing care, administrative oversight to organize care, and provider work to deliver care are no longer distinct characteristics. Characteristics in levels B or C in Fig. 2 may be independent, overlapping, or combined. For example, a large medical group may contract with several insurance plans, and it may use the resources of one to organize systems that facilitate practice management regardless of what the other insurance plans offer. A few HMOs have staff model delivery systems where there is little distinction between levels B and C, whereas most health plans have a contractual relationship with care providers that make these two levels quite distinct. Differing models of organization have challenged policy makers, insurers, clinicians, and patients. However, the functions described in levels B and C must be aligned for optimum care quality by the people operating within the various potential levels of the practice and environment. This alignment is defined as the degree to which clinicians, organized delivery systems, payors, and purchasers share the same mission, vision, objectives, and strategies and work toward their accomplishment (35). The degree of alignment can have major effects on how clinicians practice and how patients get care.

Fig. 2 also highlights the importance of practice setting characteristics (and in some cases, plan characteristics) on the interactions between patients and the health care system (Box C). Wagner (36, 37) notes that productive interactions within the health setting result from informed, activated patients and a prepared, proactive team. Desirable care team behaviors include adherence to guidelines, promotion of shared decision-making with patients and patient self-management support, collaborative care with specialists, and referral as needed. The parallel patient behaviors include recognition of environmental risk, changes in lifestyle, participation in shared decision-making, and adherence to evidence-based screening, follow-up, detection, treatment, and surveillance. These productive interactions are more likely to be found in delivery settings that have well-developed incentives, practice arrangements, and information systems (36, 37). These interactions may be by telephone or mail as well as in face to face encounters, as in notification of services due or test results. These communications may be tailored to the specific person (as in notification that screening is due) or more general, as in a mass-mailed educational flyer. Furthermore, the interactions can bypass the clinician, emanating directly from a centralized program or person at the practice, group, or plan level. Thus, if cancer care outcomes are to be maximized, clinician and patient behavior need to be enabled.

Organizational Strategies to Improve Quality

Green and Kreuter (23) articulate several groups of factors that influence patient and provider behavior. The constructs include patient and physician predisposing factors, such as awareness and knowledge, health beliefs, and attitudes; enabling factors, such as skills, resources, reimbursement factors, and attributes of practice systems; and reinforcing factors, such as social support, professional practice norms, public policy, and payor requirements. These concepts have all been introduced in Fig. 2.

Factors that predispose, enable, and reinforce patients, however, may not be the same as those that affect clinicians. Predisposing factors for patients include awareness and knowledge of the process of care (e.g., screenings or treatment), beliefs, values and fears, as well as individual and family health history. For clinicians and care teams, predisposing factors include knowledge of and agreement with clinical guidelines and protocols and assumptions about patients and their adherence. Enabling factors for patients include cost, ease of access, and acceptability and availability of services. For clinicians, enabling factors include sufficient time to assess patient needs, reminders, and availability of supporting technology and staff. Reinforcement for patients can include clinician encouragement such as patient-centered counseling as well as societal expectations. Payor requirements, leadership expectations, collegial norms, and performance reports reinforce clinician performance.

Recent analyses emphasize the important role health organizations play in improving quality of care (37–42). Although the definition of organization varies (31), the challenge is to find and implement strategies that affect these numerous predisposing, enabling, and reinforcing factors. Implementation of an organized set of processes and procedures is paramount in the practice setting (and at a more centralized level in larger organizations) to minimize the potential for failures in the processes of care. Numerous investigators have reported on the efficacy and effectiveness of various systems strategies implemented independently or in combination (38, 43–45). The relative effectiveness of these strategies varies across settings, across the technology or service in question, and across time, and multiple strategies are needed (44, 46).

If clinical and administrative leaders want to improve cancer care, they must develop organizational strategies for the factors affecting clinical performance (Fig. 2) and for the types of care and transitions in the continuum of cancer care processes (Fig. 1). Fig. 3 illustrates several categories of strategies that could be undertaken by leadership at multiple levels to predispose, enable, and reinforce patients and providers to desired behaviors. It is adapted from Wagner’s Chronic Care Model (36, 37, 47) and incorporates the work of other investigators (2, 36, 48, 49).

Leadership at Multiple Levels. Because the current care delivery model and the expectations of both patients and clinicians are focused on acute illness and symptom management in a time-limited, visit-based, and reactive mode, a major effort
will be required to produce a new paradigm that enables and reinforces high-quality care (50). This must originate with the leadership of health care organizations, leadership that places a very high priority on excellent care across the natural history and has a clear vision of a new way to do business, the willingness to commit resources to get there, and the ability to lead the process of change (51, 52). Clearly, this will require new accountability measurements, realignment of financial incentives and recognition, and emphasis on the “great leap” type of quality improvement envisioned in the IOM report Crossing the Quality Chasm (11).

Leadership is also responsible for cultivating a culture and professional norm that values quality (27). Organizational policies need to encourage self-evaluation, research, and quality improvement (53). As introduced in Fig. 2, the characteristics of level B (plan and medical group) are enormously variable. For example, a staff model HMO represents a centralized structure with clear responsibility for providing quality leadership. A more traditional indemnity plan, although able to institute evidence-based procedures for clinical reimbursement, has far less potential for organizational leadership. Leadership for quality is more diffuse under conditions of no direct accountability, emanating instead from expectations at the practice level (such as hospitals at which clinicians practice or the local practice setting itself).

Delivery System Design. The design of the delivery system at the plan and practice setting levels can have pivotal impact on access, quality, and cost of care (24). Design includes service arrangements and contracting, delivery capacity, designation of centralized versus decentralized programs, and development of care teams. For example, increased access to mammography via expanded hours, appointment assistance, centralized programs, and mobile facilities has proved effective (54–57). Effective chronic illness care requires a new care delivery model, one based on teams that handle both visits and follow-up (47, 58). The same is true for prevention services, where efficiently integrating screening tests into acute office visits is achieved via task delegation and standing orders that allow staff other than physicians to initiate action (59–63). Case management systems have demonstrated improved outcomes and efficiency (64). Collaborative relationships (formal and informal) with community resources also can facilitate patient participation in health promotion, lifestyle change, and treatment adherence (65, 66). Quality improvement of the processes includes focus on management functions (e.g., patient scheduling) and more recently on clinical practice. Whereas it is frequently difficult to assess the impact of continuous quality improvement efforts because its application is complex and demanding, it is widely believed that it requires a systematic, organization-wide effort (53).

Clinical Decision Support. Gaps in clinician information and skill can be addressed by a number of decision support strategies. These include the establishment of a structure and process to develop, update, and disseminate clinical practice guidelines. Provider orientation and education can reinforce expected standards (67), but gaps and inconsistencies will remain (68). Although clinical guidelines by themselves may accomplish little (69), they provide a consensus basis for implementation of other system changes that can make a difference. Finally, close
collaboration between primary care, specialty clinicians, and special services such as hospice is particularly important for high-quality cancer care.

**Clinical Information Systems.** Empirical evidence of contributions of clinical information systems to efficient, effective care is extensive. The use of chart prompts and reminders has fairly consistently been shown to improve identification of primary prevention (70), screening (71), advance directives (72), and counseling (8). Use of flow charts has also improved services (73, 74). Evidence related to the value of health risk assessments is conflicting (75). Registry or tracking systems are important to identify patients in need of screening and to track those not adhering to treatment and surveillance recommendations (76). A registry of all patients with the target condition has been recommended as a prerequisite for disease management (77). A registry allows the care team to deliver both proactive and follow-up care, implement effective reminder systems, use performance measurements and feedback, and produce tailored patient information. Computerized medical record and reminder systems are increasingly available as a means of prompting clinicians to inquire about or promote a wide range of services (78–80). Such systems, however, require considerable institutional commitment and resources for maintenance and updating as well as initial design and implementation.

**Patient Self-Management Support.** Patients’ knowledge, skills, and motivation to manage their health and medical care regimens and to seek what they need from the medical care system can be encouraged via numerous inreach (actions directed within encounters) and outreach (actions directed toward patients in their community or home) strategies. General health education information (e.g., newsletters, pamphlets) and material tailored to specific subpopulations can provide information on general health issues as well as on how to access care and navigate the system. The impact of patient-centered medicine, which focuses on care congruent with and responsive to patients’ needs and preferences, is well established (81). Encouraging patient activation can result in improved compliance and better health outcomes (82). Telephone or mail reminders to ensure initial appointments and follow-up (83, 84) have been widely tested (85–88). Health risk assessments have been used to assist providers and patients to determine health promotion and detection needs, although their effectiveness is equivocal (8, 89).

This brief review outlines the numerous strategies that can be considered to improve the processes of care. An often overlooked feature of instituting the innovative strategies is the implementation process itself, which must consider attributes of the innovation, their interaction with the stages of implementation, and characteristics of the organization (33, 90). Many of the factors important to implement innovations are organizational in nature because the main issue is to change the environment in which a service is provided, rather than focus primarily on the clinician’s behavior (45). Competing demands in a time- and resource-stressed system, coupled with profound external and internal changes in the structure of organization and leadership, all work against process improvement (91). Efforts to redesign delivery systems, improve decision support systems, and implement clinical information systems and patient self-management strategies (36) must be undertaken within broader understanding of diffusion as a social process (90, 92). Crabtree and colleagues (50, 93) emphasize that the practice environment must be viewed as a complex adaptive system that requires considered analysis and individually tailored interventions rather than a simple one-size-fits-all approach.

**Application of the Model to Secondary Prevention: DETECT**

The QCCC framework provides a systematic approach for assessing factors that influence all types of cancer care and the transitions between them. This includes secondary prevention, the identification and treatment of individuals without signs or symptoms of cancer.

Breast and cervical cancers are interesting and important tracer conditions to study processes of care because they are common (94), screening is supported by evidence from randomized trials (95–100) and evidence-based reviews (9), and screening for them involves several steps, providers, and transitions. Factors in the larger environment (Fig. 2) enable screening and detection by promoting awareness, mandating screening benefits in all states (30), facilitating implementation through the use of inreach and outreach, and assuring high-quality detection and diagnostic services (101, 102). Screening levels are among priority measures in the HEDIS. Because population screening generally identifies individuals with earlier-stage breast disease, few cancers should progress to late stage; their occurrence is an important potential marker of screening failure (103, 104).

The DETECT project began in 1999 within the CRN, a collaboration of 10 HMOs. Supported by the National Cancer Institute, the overall goal of the CRN is to increase the effectiveness of preventive, curative, and supportive interventions for major cancers through a program of collaborative research among diverse populations and health systems. One of the first CRN studies, DETECT, provides an example for the application of the QCCC framework to evaluate the quality of secondary prevention. DETECT entails a comprehensive look at how seven health plans implement screening services by reviewing the continuum of care for all invasive cervical cancers and a random sample of late-stage breast cancers.

Given that screening is a covered benefit in HMOs, it is important to understand the reasons for invasive cervical and late-stage breast cancer. Fig. 4 depicts the application of the QCCC framework to the DETECT study. DETECT focuses on two types of care (detection and diagnosis, shaded in Fig. 4) and the three transitions surrounding them (also shaded). The framework illustrates the various factors that contribute to failure during the processes of care. For example, before detection of a cancer can occur, a woman must move from being in the population at risk to the population that is screened. This transition could occur because an informed activated patient pursues screening, a prepared team recommends or performs screening during a routine visit, or a health care system identifies who is due for screening and sends a letter recommending the patient schedule the exam. If none of these steps occur, or the patient does not follow through, there is a failure to screen. If failure to screen accounts for a large proportion of invasive cervical and late-stage breast cancers, then screening can be promoted through the use of inreach, outreach, and activities that promote patient adherence and/or self-referral (85–87, 105). The latter might include media advertising campaigns within healthcare clinics or through plan periodicals, as well as community activities (106).

Even when screening does occur, it is still possible for late-stage disease to develop if the screening test misses a cancer or pre-malignant condition that is present. Poor test sensitivity and poor reading of the test results could each lead
to a failure in detection. Under these circumstances, improvement in quality depends upon improving test interpretations and developing new tests with better case-finding ability. Substantial activity is under way to find better ways of reviewing cervical cytology and improve the quality of mammographic interpretation (107–109).

If a test is abnormal, follow-up is necessary to evaluate whether cancer or a precancerous lesion exists. As shown in Fig. 4, two transitions and one type of care encompass factors that could go wrong during follow-up of an abnormal test. Within DETECT, we call this entire collection of possibilities potential failures during follow-up. For example, a provider could misinterpret the meaning of the screening results and not communicate the need for additional evaluation. The diagnostic work-up could incorrectly conclude that no cancer is present and give inappropriate reassurance. Finally, a patient could choose not to pursue a biopsy that is recommended. Improvements in the quality of care could result from improved communication of the results between providers and patients, better diagnostic techniques, and systematic tracking of adherence to recommendations.

Although numerous strategies have potential for improvement in screening, detection, and follow-up, there is usually not enough time or money to do them all simultaneously. DETECT therefore set out to evaluate the processes of care within the healthcare system in which the care occurs, to identify the high priority areas for improvement. Each component of DETECT is briefly described below.

Cervical Cancer Evaluation. Invasive cervical cancer is considered a preventable disease due to the effectiveness of periodic Pap screening, the existence of defined precancerous lesions, and the typically slow progression of cervical neoplasia. Furthermore, the treatment of precancerous lesions (and early-stage cancers) is highly curative. This component of the DETECT study is investigating the prediagnostic period, defined as 4–36 months before the invasive cervical cancer diagnosis of health plan members diagnosed 1995–2000. For women with no Pap screening during that period, the cancer occurrence is attributed to a failure to screen. Women who did undergo Pap screening in the study period but received normal Pap results are categorized as failures in detection, i.e., the underlying abnormality was not detected by the screening test. Such failures in detection are further investigated by reviewing all available cytology slides to describe the sources of failure such as insufficient sampling, poor sample preservation, or misinterpretation. A failure during follow-up is attributed when the prediagnostic period includes an initial abnormal screening Pap test. These cases are further investigated to understand where an error may have occurred, for example, in patient notification, in patient compliance, or in interpreting a diagnostic test such as a biopsy.

Breast Cancer Evaluation. Late-stage breast cancer is also considered preventable. Regular screening is recommended every 1–2 years and has been shown to reduce mortality when offered as infrequently as every 3 years among women ages 50
and above (97). This component is investigating processes of care up to 3 years before the date of diagnosis of a breast cancer. The diagnostic period is defined as 1 year before diagnosis, and it is assumed that any tests done during that period could not influence the stage of disease. The focus is therefore the 2-year period before the year of diagnosis. Clinical charts are audited for information on clinical breast examination and mammography occurrence. With the information from the audit on test occurrence, indication, and patient symptoms, tests are classified as screening or diagnostic. Analysis will first consider the most stringent definition of screening exposure. Cases without any screening mammography during the first 2 years of the observation period are classified as failures in screening. Among cases with a screening examination during the first 2 years, those without a positive screening test are defined as failures in detection. The remaining cases are classified as potential failures during follow-up. For each type of failure (screening, detection, and follow-up), evidence to help explain it will be collected. Examples are whether any recommendation for screening is evident, and whether patients were contacted after an abnormal test but refused evaluation.

Organizational. This component explores selected factors from the B and C levels of influence illustrated in Fig. 2. It consists of three substudies, whose data provide insight into the adoption and implementation of strategies to improve the quality of screening services. The first sub-study is an organizational assessment of policies and procedures. Recent reviews have underscored the need to better understand implementation strategies (110, 111). Questions of interest include the range and variation in strategies used by the seven DETECT plans, the range and variation in strategies used for breast versus cervical cancer, and what gaps exist between the efforts of these seven plans and the literature on organizational strategies. However, because all DETECT plans have above-average performance rates for these preventive services, the purpose of the assessment is not to determine which strategies produce the best outcomes but to illustrate types of strategies and variation among successful plans and between approaches to different cancers. In the second sub-study, a written survey of primary and specialist clinicians gathered data on awareness of, agreement with, training in, and utility of plan guidelines; awareness of incentives, systems, and quality improvement efforts; ratings of plan leadership; and the implementation performance of the organizational strategies broadly defined in the bottom band of Fig. 4. The third sub-study describes women’s reports of the HMOs’ performance in implementing follow-up of suspicious screening exams. A telephone survey of women with an abnormal mammogram or Pap test result gathers data on utilization, patient reports of the processes of care and patient self-management strategies outlined in Fig. 4, knowledge and attitudes, and satisfaction.

By examining invasive cervical and late-stage breast cancers, we can identify the proportion of these poor outcomes associated with breakdowns in screening, detection, or during follow-up. We will also be able to describe how the policies and systems in place in the healthcare environment may or may not contribute to the failures. This classification and description will identify priority areas for improvement in the processes of secondary detection.

Summary

The QCCC model has application for many quality improvement and health services research studies beyond cancer screening; it represents a framework that is necessary to move the field to a new level of rigor and accountability. The framework also provokes attention to those elements that can really improve quality. Because of limited resources, we need a way to think about issues and prioritize interventions and changes that we know can make a difference. By identifying the steps and transitions in care, it allows us to consider the spectrum of cancer care and the relationship of services and processes of care to outcomes. The model also illustrates the potential for failure in and between key processes of care, explicates environmental factors at several levels that impact care, and outlines groups of strategies available to health plans, organized health systems, and medical practices to improve care. Although we have used the model to help guide quality improvement research related to screening (3), the approach can be used to rigorously evaluate other areas of cancer care and to show that identification of the limitations in care leads to improvements. It provides the kind of knowledge that allows the system to move beyond HEDIS-type measures, which are nominal markers of quality, to detailed process measures likely to be associated with real differences in health outcomes. To move forward in the improvement of quality, the priorities for change need to be clarified through critical evaluation and research, and the funding for quality over quantity needs to become more clearly integrated into policy decisions at the national, community, organizational, and practice levels.
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